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Abstract 
We continue the studies of the second author on regulated uniformly k-limited and regulated 
k-limited ETOL systems. We focus on the permitting and forbidding random context regulation. 
Especially, we establish some results on (regulated) propagating (uniformly) k-limited ETOL 
systems which were not solved in [2, l&21,22]. Moreover, relations to recurrent programmed 
languages introduced by von Solms are exhibited. 
Keywords: Formal languages; Limited TOL systems; Regulated rewriting; Regulated context-free 
grammars 
1. Introduction 
The regular rewriting of language-generating devices has been extensively studied 
in the literature. There have been considered, among others, programmed, matrix, pe- 
riodically time-varying, regular controlled or random context grammars, L systems or 
different kinds of limited L systems. A comprehensive representation of regulated gram- 
mars and L systems can be found in the monograph of Dassow and Paun [3], regulated 
k-limited ETOL systems are considered in [ 18,201, regulated uniformly-k-limited ETOL 
systems in [ 19,211. In case of grammars, ETOL systems or limited ETOL systems, it 
has been shown that with sufficiently large regulations, all these devices generate the 
family of recursively enumerable languages. 
In this paper, we shall give some further results concerning regulated (uniformly) 
k-limited ETOL systems. Especially, we consider uniformly k-limited ETOL systems 
with forbidding random context which are only mentioned implicitly in [21]. In case 
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that the limitation k is greater than 1, forbidding random context is already as powerful 
as random context with appearance checking. Furthermore, we exhibit some relations 
to recurrent programmed grammars as defined by von Solms in [ 151 in case of (uni- 
formly) k-limited ETOL systems with permitting random context. To this end, we es- 
tablish some new properties of recurrent context-free programmed languages. There are 
interesting links with one of the old open questions of formal language theory, namely 
whether permitting random context grammars are as powerful as programmed gram- 
mars without appearance checking; more precisely, we show a number of (possibly) 
intermediate classes, including recurrent context-free programmed languages without 
appearance checking. 
In the sequel, we denote by N the set of all natural numbers (where 0 $ N). Then 
Ns=N u (0). 
2. Definitions 
Uniformly k-limited TOL or ETOL systems are considered in [ 17,221, while k-limited 
ETOL systems have been introduced in [ 161. Both kinds of systems present limitations 
of the parallel rewriting in OL systems. For the convenience of the reader, we repeat 
their definitions. A uniformlv k-limited ETOL system (abbreviated as uklETOL system) 
G=(Z,H,o, A, k) is given by kE N and an ETOL system (C,H,co, A) with alphabet C, 
finite set of tables H (where a table is a finite substitution on C), axiom COE C*, and 
terminal alphabet A 2 C . For w, L’ E C*, a derivation step w + u according to the 
uklETOL system G is given by a step $21 +h v for some h E H where v arises from w 
by substituting exactly min{ k, 1101) occurrences of symbols in the word w according to 
h where Iw] is the length of w. Let J* be the reflexive transitive closure of +. Then 
L(G)={w E A* Iw =+* w} is the uklETOL language generated by G. A k-limited 
ETOL system (abbreviated as klETOL system) is defined analogously with the excep- 
tion that at each step of the rewriting process, exactly min{k,#,w} occurrences of each 
symbol a in the word w considered have to be rewritten, where #,w is the number 
of occurrences of the symbol a in w. By _Y’(uklETOL) we denote the family of all 
uklETOL languages, by _Y(klETOL) the jhmily of all klETOL languages. As usual, 
we also consider propagating such systems. The corresponding language families are 
denoted by _Y(uklEPTOL) or _Y’(klEPTOL), respectively. Sometimes, we use parenthe- 
ses notations like 5?( llE(P)TOL)= _Y(P, ut, cf(-e)) in order to say that the equation 
holds both in the case of excluding erasing productions (as indicated by the P and -E 
enclosed in parentheses) and in the case of admitting erasing productions (neglecting 
the parenthesis contents). 
The definitions of matrix (m), periodically time-varying (ptv), programmed (p), 
graph-controlled (gc) and regularly controlled (rc) uklETOL systems are given in 
[19] and [21] and shall not be repeated here. The corresponding definitions of reg- 
ulated klETOL systems can be found in [ 181. For the case of uklETOL systems we 
recall the definition of random context systems. We assume that to the set of ta- 
bles H of a uklETOL system there is associated a finite set of labels Lab(H) such 
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that every label belongs to exactly one table and every table possesses at least one 
label. Sometimes we do not distinguish between labels and the corresponding tables. 
G = (C, H, w, A, k, oc, not) is a random context uklETOL system with appearance check- 
ing if (C, H, o, A, k) is a uklETOL system and oc : Lab(H) --f ‘@3(C) and not : Lab(H) -+ 
‘z@(C) are mappings (p(Z) being the power set of C). A word w E A* is derived ac- 
cording to G if there exists a derivation 
D: W= Wo +h,, WI +,,,, . . +,,,,, W, = W 
with hi, E H, v= 1,. . , n, for some n E N 0 such that all letters of oc(hi,+, ) (the occur- 
rence set of hi,,,) occur in w, and no letter of noc(hi,+,) (the non-occurrence set of 
hi,+,) occurs in wy, v=O, l,..., n - 1. Because we have a uniform limitation, it might be 
possible that a derivation step is executed without substituting any occurrence of a fixed 
symbol of the occurrence set of the table used in this step. Let Y(rand-app,uklETOL) 
be the corresponding language family. If noc(h)=0 for all h E Lab(H), then the ap- 
pearance checking is deleted, we speak of permitting random context and we write 
2’( rand,uklETOL). If oc(h)=0 for all h E Lab(H), we speak of forbidding random 
context, and we write _??iaCf,and,uklETOL). 
Obviously, we may consider the random context systems in combination with the 
other regulated systems. As an example, we mention a random context graph-controlled 
tilETOL system with appearance checking. A derivation of such a system has to 
fulfill the properties of both systems. More generally, for x E (8, p, ptu,m, gc,rc}, 
y E { 0, rand, frand, rand-app}, the corresponding language families are denoted by 
9(x, y, uklETOL) where in case x =@ or y = 8 the corresponding letter 0 should be 
omitted. Accordingly, the different regulation mechanisms are defined for klETOL sys- 
tems. We use these regulation mechanisms also in connection with context-free gram- 
mars. The control is imposed upon the productions of the grammars, tables do not 
exist. Neglecting this difference, the definitions can be directly carried over. We write 
2(x, y, cf) for x E { 0, p, ptu, m, gc, rc} and y E { 0, rand, frand, rand-app}. We note that 
the regulation mechanisms defined in this manner do not always coincide with those 
given in [14] or [3]. 
Indeed, in the sequel we use the definition of a programmed grammar as in [3]. Thus, 
a context-free programmed grammar G = ( V,, VT,&, P, CJ, p) with appearance check- 
ing is given by a context-free grammar (VN, VT,XO,P) and mappings a,~: Lab(P) + 
‘@(Lab(P)). We say that (WI, fi) directly derives (wz,fz), wi E (V, U VT)+, w2 E 
(V, U VT)*, fl,f2 E Lab(P) (written (wl,fl) + (~2, fz)), if either the context-free 
production labelled by fi is not applicable to wi and wi =w2, f2 E p(fi), or else 
wi +f, w2 (This means that the rule labelled with fi is actually applied to wi, yield- 
ing ~2.) and f2 E I. The language generated by G consists of all words u E VT* 
such that there is a derivation 
(Xo,h) =+ (Wl,fl) =+ ... =+ (w,,f,)=(u,f,) 
for some n E N, fo E Lab(P). A production f : A --+ w together with its success field 
a(f) and failure field p(f) is also written as f =(A + w, a(f ), p(f )). By Y(P, ac, cQ 
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we denote the corresponding language family. If G is c-free we write _Y(P,ac, cf-s). 
If p(f)=8 for all f E Lab(P), the appearance checking is deleted, and the letters 
ac are deleted in the notations. In this case, a corresponding grammar can be also 
denoted by G=( I&, I+,Xs,P, a). If a(f)=p(,f) for all f E Lab(P), the grammar 
is said to be with unconditional transfer, and the letters ut substitute ac in our 
notations. 
Especially, von Solms [ 151 considered recurrent context-free programmed grammars. 
A context-free programmed grammar G is a recurrent context-free programmed gram- 
mar if for every f=(A+w,o(f),p(f)) of G, if p(f)=& then f E o(f), and if 
p(f) # 8, then f E a(f) =p( f ). The corresponding language families are denoted by 
_Y(RP,ac,cf(-s)) where the appearance checking may be deleted. 
3. Preliminary results on regulated rewriting 
Observe that our definition of a random context context-free grammar differs from 
that used in [3] and in many other papers (our definition is predominant in the Rus- 
sian literature where the concept of random context was extensively studied). In [3], 
if a production X + w has to be applied to a word PXQ, then the occurrence and 
non-occurrence sets of this production refer to PQ. The corresponding language fam- 
ily is written as _Y(RC,ac,cf). If the occurrence or non-occurrence sets are empty, 
we write _YZ(fRC,cf) or Y(RC, cf), respectively. If all grammars are supposed to be 
s-free, we use the notation cf-s. Both forms of random context context-free grammars 
are equivalent: 
Theorem 3.1. We have 
Z(rand-app, cf(-s))= 6P(RC, UC, cf(-a)), Y(rand, cf(-s))= _Y(RC, cf(-6)) , 
and U(frand, cf(-s))= Y(fRC, cf(-s)). 
Proof. Let G=( I$, Vr,Xa, P, oc,noc) be a random context context-free grammar with 
appearance checking, in the sense of our paper. Every production p:X + w of P can 
be only applied if X occurs in the word considered. Thus, by deleting every production 
p :X + w with X E not(p) from P and by defining oc’(p’)= oc( p’)\{X’} for every 
other production p’ :X’ + NV’ (we collect all these productions p’ into P’), we get 
an equivalent grammar G’ = ( I$, Vr, Xs, P’, oc’, not’) which is also a random context 
context-free grammar in the sense of [3]. If oc( p) = 0 or not(p) = 0 for all p E P, then 
oc’(p’) =0 or noc’(p’)=P), respectively, for all p’ E P’. 
For the other direction, let G=( I$, Vr,Xa, P, oc, not) be a random context context- 
free grammar in the sense of [3]. Every production p : X -+ w with X E oc(p) is 
replaced by the productions pi :X + Xp with a new symbol X, where oc'(pl )= 0, 
noc’(Pl)={Xpr I P’EP), and pz:X, + w with oc’(p2)=oc(p), noc’(pz)=noc(p). If 
noc(p’)=0 for all p’ E P, then we set noc’(pl)=0 instead. Other productions (i.e., 
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productions p :X + w with X $! oc(p)) and their occurrence and non-occurrence sets 
remain unchanged with the exception of the case not(p) # 8, where we set 
noc’(p)=noc(p) u {X,l IXEnoc(p), P’EP}. 
Obviously, we get an equivalent random context context-free grammar (with appearance 
checking) in the sense of this paper. 
If oc(p)= 0 for all p E P, then oc’(p’)=B for all p’ E P’. If noc(p)=0 for all 
p E P, then we set noc’(pl)=0 in our construction above, such that noc’(p’)=0 for 
all p’EP’. 
The arguments are also true in the a-free case. 0 
In the following, we show that every permitting random context context-free grammar 
can be simulated by a recurrent programmed grammar without appearance checks. 
Theorem 3.2. We have _Y(rand,cf(-6)) 2 Y(RP,cf(-a)). 
Proof. Let G = ( VN, VT,&, P, oc) be a random context context-free grammar. We define 
a recurrent programmed grammar G’=( Vi, VT,&, P’, o) with Vi = I& U {F}. Consider 
a production Y : A -+ w of G with OC(Y)= {A 1,. . . ,A,} for some n E No. Every such 
production r is simulated by the following set of productions: 
Pr,i=(A + Ai,{Pr,i,Pr,i+l}) for 1 GiGn, 
pr++l=(A --+w{~~.~+l}U{p~,l IrELab(P) 
Obviously, L(G) =L(G’). 0 
Unfortunately, we do not know whether a similar statement is valid if we further 
allow appearance checks. 
However, our last result is interesting on its own right, since it connects one of the 
classical open questions in formal language theory, namely whether permitting random 
context grammars are as powerful as programmed grammars without appearance checks 
or not, since now there is an intermediate class, namely Y(RP,cf(-6)). 
Theorem 3.3. We have the strict inclusion 
Y(Rp, cf(-8)) 5 Y(RP, ac, cf(-a)). 
Proof. In Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 of [15], it is proved that _Y(rand,EPTOL)=_F(PP, 
ac,cf-6). It is easily seen that the corresponding proof is also valid in the non- 
propagating case. Obviously, 
L = {a’” 1 n E NO} E _Y(EPTOL) & Y(rand, EPTOL). 
It has been proved (see [12, p. 7271) that L 6 _!Z(M,cf) where dP(M,cf) is the fam- 
ily of context-free matrix languages. Since Y(M,cf(-s))=Z(P,cf(-a)) (see [3, Theo- 
rem 1.2.21) it follows that L @ 9(RP,cf(-a)). 0 
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In the following, we want to establish some new closure properties of recurrent 
programmed languages. To this end, we need the following notion. 
A one-input jinite state transducer lvith accepting state, or l-a-transducer for short, 
is a 6-tuple M=(Q,X, Y, 6, qo, Qr), where Q is a finite set of states, X and Y are finite 
(input and output) alphabets, qo E Q is the initial state, Qf E Q is the set of accepting 
or final states, and 6 is a finite subset of Q x (X U {c}) x (Y U {E}) x Q. M is called 
s-free if 6 5 Q x (X U (8)) x Y x Q. 
By a computation of such a l-a-transducer a word h = hl ’ . . h, E 6+ is understood 
such that 
1. pr,(hi)=qa, pr4(k)EQ~ and 
2. pr,(hi+i)=pr,(hi) for all i, i=l,..., n - 1, 
where pri are projection homomorphisms on 6* defined by 
pri((xl,X2,X3,Xq))=Xj for i=1,2,3,4. 
The set of all computations of M is denoted by C(M). A l-a-transducer mapping is 
defined for each language L & X* by M(L)=pr,(prT’(L) n C(L)). 
Remark. By [ll, Theorem 3.2.11, a family of languages 9 is a trio if and only if it is 
closed under a-free l-a-transducer mappings. 9 is a full trio if and only if it is closed 
under 1 -a-transducer mappings. 
Theorem 3.4. 2’(Rp,cf) is a fill trio. Y(RP,cf-a) is a trio. 
Proof. Let G=( I$, I+, S, P, a) be some recurrent context-free programmed grammar 
without appearance checking. Let A4 = (Q, I+, V,‘, 6, qo, Qf ) be some l-a-transducer. We 
construct a recurrent context-free programmed grammar without appearance checking 
G’=(Vi, I$,S’,P’,O’) with L(G’)=M(L(G)). 
The proof idea mainly follows the classical triple construction proving the closure of 
certain basically context-free language classes under intersection with regular sets. Let 
The new set of production labels consists of 
Lab(P’) =QfUAUd 
U{(p,qo,...,qn)lpELab(P);(p:Ajw,o)EP; 
IwI =n > 0; 40,. . . , qn E Q} 
U{(p,qo,q1)1 pELab(P);(p:A --) ~,~)Ef’;q~,ql EQ), 
where 
n=(Q x (6 U {&)I x Q x Q) u CQ x Q x (J+ U {E}) x Q>. 
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More precisely, for every q,- E QJ, we have a special start production 
(qf :S’ -+ (mS,q~),LaW”)), 
and, for every (41, XI, x2, q2) E 6, terminating productions 
((41,xl,~2,q2):(~l,xl,q2) -x2,@. 
(Here, we assume without loss of generality that 6 2 {(q, E, &,q) 1 q E Q}, if A4 is not 
a-free. This is recognized as follows. In general, G is not a-free. Then it is possible 
that we introduce non-terminals of the form (q, E, q) by applying a production defined 
in Eq. (1) below. Therefore, the non-e-free transducer is given an empty input when 
it is in state q. Now, there are two correct possibilities: either the transducer makes 
a “real” a-move according to its transition relation 6, or, it simply ignores the empty 
word in the input and keeps staying in state q. The latter case is included in the first 
one if we presume (q, E, 6, q) E 6.) 
Each production (p : A + w, CT) E P with w # a, i.e., w=wi . . . w, such that Wi E 
V, u VT for 1 <i <n is simulated by one of the following productions: 
((P,qo,..., qn):(40,44n) + (qO,W,,ql)(ql,W2,q2)...(qn_l,wn,4,>,a’), 
where 
0’ ={(P’,q;,..., q;) 1 pko;(p’:A + w’,a(p’))~P; 
Iw’l=m > O;q;,...,q;cQ} 
‘-J{(p’,q;,q’,)l P’EK(P’:A -~,~(p’))~P;q~,q:~Q>unus, 
and qo,...,q,,EQ. 
Each production (p : A 4 E, a) E P is simulated by one of the following productions: 
((p,qo,qi):(qoAqi) + (qo,s,q,),o’), (1) 
where 0’ is defined as above, and qo, q1 E Q. 
Moreover, we have a number of productions dealing with the possible s-moves of 
the transducer M. For each q, q’, q” E Q and B E VT U {E}, we have 
((4, BY 4’> 4”) :(4,4 4”) --t (4, B, d)(q’, 6 q”), ‘4 u J), 
and 
((4,K q’, 4”): (4,&q”) 4 (4, s, 4’)(4’,& 4”) n u 6). 
In this way, it is possible to simulate s-moves “to the right” and “to the left” of some 
nondeterministically guessed state-coloured terminal symbol. q 
In the following sections, we show the interrelations between tilETOL and klETOL 
languages (with some random context conditions) and appropriate classes defined via 
programmed grammars. 
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4. klETOL and uklETOL (without random context) 
Most of the contents of this section is already known; we include these results mainly 
for reasons of completeness. 
Theorem 4.1. We have -r;P( 1 lE(P)TOL) = _CZ’(P, ut, cf( -a)). 
The proof below is also contained in the conference paper [9, Theorem 3.3 (2)]. 
Proof. All but the inclusion _F( 1lEPTOL) 2 SC’(P. ut, cf-a) has already been shown 
in [2, Theorem 11. Below, we show the missing relation. Let G=(V$, Vr,,S,P,a,a) be 
a programmed grammar with unconditional transfer without erasing productions. Let 
P = {cpi : A/ + Wj, Oj, Oj) 1 1 <j d m} be the set of labelled productions of G. The set 
of labels (nodes) is denoted by Lab(P). Let Vo = Vj U VT. We construct a IlEPTOL 
system G’ =(C,H, S’, Vr, 1) simulating G as follows. Let 
c = VG U {S’,F) U {[a,p] jaE Vc,p~Lab(P)} 
u {a’, a”, a”’ j a E Vc} U {&ii, k 1 A E VN}, 
H= {hl,hT}U{hp,hp,l,...,hp,41pELab(P)}. 
The tables are defined as follows. (We include only such productions which do not 
lead to the failure symbol F; they have to be supplemented otherwise because of the 
completeness condition inherited from L systems.) 
The initialization table h, embraces 
hl(S’) = {u[a,p] I (S,q) SC (wp> and QE V,, 1~1 >Zq,pELab(P)) 
u{wI(S,q)&(w,p) and ~EV?U VT;q,pELab(P)}. 
The termination table hr contains hr([x, p])=x for x E VT, p E Lab(P). Note that 
a premature attempt to apply the termination table to a string still containing “real” 
nonterminal symbols would inevitably introduce the failure symbol F. 
During a simulation, we face a string of the form wr[x, pj]wz. This testifies that 
in G there is a derivation (S, q) 4 (M’IX ~2, pi). Since the other case has already been 
treated in the initialization table, we assume ]W~MQ 32. 
The first and simple case we deal with is Aj # x. Now, the marker can stay at 
the symbol x in its place, and the actual simulation takes place elsewhere. This is 
accomplished with the table hp, which contains 
hp,([x,pil)={[x,qllqE~} forxE6\{h)3 
&,(Aj)={wjIt 
hp,(Y)=Y for YE VG\{Aj}. 
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Observe that the “unconditional transfer” is done automatically via the definition of a 
derivation step in 1lEPTOL systems. 
The second case, Aj=x, is more complicated. Why? It is possible that there is an- 
other Aj in the string wtw2 not hidden in the disguise [Aj, pj]. Both forms of Aj should 
have a chance to be chosen to take part in the rewriting Aj -+ Wj which has to be 
simulated. 
This is accomplished by the following four tables. 
1. hP,,l contains hp,,l([Aj,pj])={aj}, hp,,l(Aj)={ij}, and we have for each YE 
b&\{Aj}, marking productions h!,, l(Y)= { Y’}. 
2. hp,,2 contains hp,,2(Alj)={Aj}, hp,,2(Alj)={jj}, hp,,z(Aj)={Ay} and, for every YE 
v~\{Aj}, marking productions hp,,2(Y’)={Y”}, and hp,,2(Y)={Y} [in order to con- 
serve unmarked symbols]. Note that after a successful application of this table, at least 
one and at most two occurrences of A> are present. Moreover, there is at least one 
occurrence of the form a” for some a E Vo, since we presume ]wi[x, pj]W2/ 23, and 
we have monotone productions only. 
3. hp,,3 contains h,,,s(A;)={l}, and, for every YE I& h,,,J(Y)={Y} and hp,,3(Y”)= 
{Y”‘}. 
4. h*,,4 embraces h,&A,!) = {~[a, q] 1 Wj=ua,a E vG,q E Oj}, hp,,4( jj)={Aj}, and 
hp,,4(Y”‘)=hp,,4(Y)={Y} for YE&. 0 
Unfortunately, we do not know whether an analogue to Theorem 4.1 is also true for 
klE(P)TOL languages in general, where k is some arbitrary fixed number. Somehow, 
llE(P)TOL systems seem to be stronger than, say, 21E(P)TOL systems, but we could 
not fix this exactly. A similar situation is found when we consider klE(P)TOL systems 
with permitting random context, see below. 
In the case of uklETOL systems, the situation is even worse, since only an inclusion 
relation is known, see [lo, p. 57fl. This is also correct in our case. The next theorem 
also follows from Theorem 6.4 below. 
Theorem 4.2. We have _%‘(uklE(P)TOL) s _!Z(P,cf(-E)). 
On the other hand, for some modified notion of uniform limited systems, a charac- 
terization of programmed grammars without appearance checks can be obtained [8]. 
We know that 
L = {a” 112 E N,} E Z(EPTOL) & Y(klE(P)TOL) (2) 
for all k E N, but on the other hand (see proof of Theorem 3.3), we have L # 
J?(P) cf(-a)). Thus L # _C?(uklE(P)TOL). It follows that _F’(klE(P)TOL) is not contained 
in Z(uk’lE(P)TOL) for all k, k’ E N. In this way, we partially solve a problem marked 
as open in [22]. 
Now, we turn our attention towards (uniformly) limited systems regulated by random 
context conditions. 
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5. Forbidding random context 
In the literature about regulated klETOL and uklETOL systems, forbidding context 
systems have not been explicitly considered, although in [21], they are present impli- 
citly. 
First we turn to the case of k-limited ETOL systems, which is the easy case here. 
In [ 18, Theorems 5.2 and 5.41, it is shown that for all k E N and all x E {p, ptu, m, gc}, 
9(rand, LlETOL) = 9(x, t-and, klETOL) = 9(x, rand-app, klETOL) = _Y(re). (3) 
The appearance checking, that is the forbidding random context, is not necessary to 
get the family of recursively enumerable languages. If no occurrence sets are present, 
the forbidding random context does not enlarge the generated language family, either. 
Theorem 5.1. For all k E N, Y(jvnd, klE(P)TOL) = Y(klE(P)TOL). 
Proof. It is only necessary to prove Z(frand,klE(P)TOL) 2 Z(klE(P)TOL). If G= 
(C,H, co, A, k, not) is a klE(P)TOL system with forbidding random context, then 
G’=(C u {F},H’, co, d,k) is a simulating klE(P)TOL system where H’= {h’ 1 h E H} 
with 
h’(x) = {F} for x E not(h) U {F} and h’(x) =h(x) else. 0 
Now, we turn to uniform limitations. Theorem 4.3 of [21] shows that for x E 
{P, ptv, m, gc, rc>, 
9(x, rand-app, ullE(P)TOL) = 2’(x,fiand, ullE(P)TOL) . (4) 
Studying the proof of Theorem 5.2 of [21] we recognize that we can carry it over to 
the case of forbidding random context. We get 
Theorem 5.2. We have 
2’(jiund, ul lE(P)TOL) = .P’;Py;and, cf( -E)), 
and furthermore, for all x E {p, ptv, m, gc, rc>, 
9(x, frand,ullE(P)TOL)=Y(x, frund, cf(-&))=T(rc, frand,ullE(P)TOL). 
It is known (cf. [3]) that Y(P, UC, cf) the family of languages generated by context- 
free programmed grammars with appearance checking, coincides with the family 9(re) 
of recursively enumerable languages. _Y’(P, UC, cf-6) is known to be strictly included in 
the family of context-sensitive languages. From Theorem 5.2 together with Eq. (4) and 
Theorem 5.4 of [21], we derive 
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Theorem 5.3. For all x E {p, ptv, m, gc, rc>, 
P( rand-app, ul lE( P)TOL) = 3(x, rand-app, u 1 lE( P )TOL) 
= 9(x, frand, ullE(P)TOL) 
= Y(x,fiand, cf(-s)) = _Y(P, ac, cf(-c)). 
We see that forbidding random context for ullETOL systems or context-free gram- 
mars leads with at least one further regulation mechanism to the family _Y(re) (in the 
non-propagating case). 
For the proof of the next theorem, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.4. For every k E N, U(fiand, uklE(P)TOL) is closed under union. 
Proof. Let Gi = (Ci, Hi, Oi, Ai, k, noci), i = 1,2, be a forbidding random context uklE(P) 
TOL systems. We construct a forbidding random context uklE(P)TOL system 
G=(Z,H,S,A,k,noc) 
with L(G) =L(Gt ) U L(G2). First, we set 
c: ={x’lxEC,}, c; = {x” 1 x E Cl} . 
Especially, let A~={x’lx~Al}, A~={x”IxEA~}. 
For a word w = al . . . a,, E CT, let w’ = a{ . . . aI, E Ci *. Analogously, w” E Cy* is given. 
Then we define 
Z=Z; uZ;uA, uA2u{S}, A=Al u&, H = H; u H;’ u {hl, h;, h;}, 
where H/ = {h’ ) h E HI }, H2/1= {h” 1 h E Hz}. For h E HI, the table h’ E HI is determined 
by 
h’(x’)={w’jwEh(x)} for xEI1, ~‘(Y)=(Y) for YE~\C:, 
noc(h’) = {x’ 1 xE not(h)} U Cy U Al. 
Analogously, by exchanging 1 with 2 and ’ with “, h” EH[ can be constructed. The 
initial table hl and the terminal table hk (the terminal table hg is defined analogously) 
are given by 
hi(x) = {x} for XE C\(S), noc(hl) = C\(S) 
and 
h’,(x’)={x} for XEA~, hi(x)= {x} for XEC\A{, 
noc(hi)=C\(Ai U A,). 
Obviously, L(G) = L( Gt ) u L( G2 ). 0 
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By Theorem 2.3.4 of [3] we know that 
q mc, Cf(-E)) = 9(0, Cf(-E)) 
where Y(O, cf(-s)) is the family of languages generated by ordered (s-free) context- 
free grammars. In [6, Theorem 5.21, see also [7], it is proved that 
q fFcc, Cf(-E)) = _!z(O, Cf(-E)) 5 _Y(P, ut, Cf(-E)). (5) 
By Theorems 5.2 and 3.1, it follows that 
Y(frand, ullE(P)TOL) 5 U(P, UC, cf(-s)). 
For other limitations k E N, k > 1, we shall see that instead of the strict inclusion we 
get the equality. Altogether, we have 
Theorem 5.5. For all k,k’EbJ, k > 1, x~{(D,p,ptv,m,gc,rc), 
Z(fYand,ullE(P)TOL) 5 2?(x,fiand, uklE(P)TOL) 
= 9(x, rand-app, uk’lE(P)TOL) = _Y(P, ac, cf(-s)). 
Proof. By the definitions and by [21] (Theorems 3.2-3.4 and 5.4), it is known that 
for all k E N, x E {p, ptv, m, gc, rc}, 
T(frand, uklEPTOL) E 9(x, frand, uklEPTOL) z 9(x, rand-app, uklEPTOL) 
= P(rand-app, uklEPTOL) E _Y(P, ac, cf-8) 
(where in case k = 1 the last inclusion is already known to be an equality) and 
P’(fiand, uklETOL) & U(x,fiand, uklETOL) E 9(x, rand-app, uklETOL) 
= Y( rand-app, uklETOL ) = _Y( P, ac, cf ) 
in the non-propagating case. We have to prove that in the case k > 1, 9(P, UC, cf(-s)) 5 
U( frand, uklE(P)TOL). 
We carry out the proof for the propagating case. It is easily seen that it is also true 
in the non-propagating case. 
Consider L E Z(P, UC, cf-s), L E d*, and let k E N, k > 1. Since _Y(P, UC, cf-s) is an 
AFL (see [3, Theorem 1.3.2]), it is also closed under left derivatives (see [3, Corollary 
of Theorem 1.3.21). Thus, L,, = {v 1 WE_& VE A*, Iv1 > O}~Z(P,ac,cf-.s) for every 
wgAk. 
Now, L may be represented as L = UwEd~{w}L, U L’, where L’ is some finite 
a-free language. We want to show that L E _Y(frand, uklEPTOL). Obviously, every 
finite a-free language is contained in -r;P(frand, uklEPTOL). Because of the closure of 
9( frand, uklEPTOL) with respect to union shown in Lemma 5.4, it remains to prove 
that {w}L, E _Y( frand, uklEPTOL) for every w E Ak. 
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Let ~=a1 . . .ak E Ak be a fixed word. Let L, be generated by some programmed 
c-free context-free grammar Gi = ( VN, A, S1, P, (r, p) with appearance checking. We con- 
struct a forbidding random context tilEPTOL system G = (C, A, H, S, not) with L(G) = 
{w}L(Gl ). Let 
c=V,UV$ULab(P)ULab(P)‘U{S,P,$i ,..., $k_i,#i ,..., #k-z} 
where 
v; = {X’(XE VN}, Lab(P)’ = {p’ ( p E Lab(P)}, 
H= {h~,hr} U {$Y,h&,J& 1 PELaWP)l. 
Defining the tables we assume that if for some XE C, h E H, h(x) is not written down 
explicitly or if we would get h(x) = 0 according to our definition given below, then 
we mean h(x) = {F}. First we set 
h&Y)={& ... Sk-l@l 1 PELaW’)), m@f) = 0, 
hr($i)={f2i}y i= l,...,k- 1, h(P)={ak} for pELab(P), 
noc(hT) = C\A. 
Furthermore, for every p = (A --f u, a(p), p(p)) E P with success field o(p) and failure 
field p(p), we get three tables h;, h&, h& defined as follows: 
h,-(P) = P(P), hF($i)={$i} for i= l,...,k - 1, 
noc(h;) = {A} U (Lab(P)\{ p}) U Lab(P)’ U Vi U {#I,. . . , #k--2}, 
h&(p)={p’L h&(A)= {A’), hLl($i)={#i} for i=l,...,k-2, 
noc(h&) = (Lab(P)\(p)) U Lab(P)’ U VL U {#I,. . . ,#k-2}, 
q,w = {D), $,(P’) = a(p), hlz(#i)={$i} for i=l,...,k-2, 
noc(h&) = Lab(P) U (Lab(P)‘\{p’}) U ($1,. . . , Sk--2). 
A derivation step wi +, ~2, WI = U~AUZ, w2 = UIVUZ, according to Gi is simulated 
by the derivation 
$1 . ..$k-_Z$k-IpW. *h; #I . ..#k-2$k-lp’UlA’U2 =+& $1 .-.$k-2$k-lquI~u2 
with q E o(p). h; is not applicable (nor h, or hr). A derivation step wi +p w2 where 
A is not contained in WI, is simulated by 
$1 . ..$k-.pw, =b’h; $1 . ..&-_lqW. 
with qEp(p). The other tables introduce the failure symbol F or are not applicable. 
It follows that L(Gl ) = {w}L,,. 0 
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Comparing uniformly limited versus limited systems in this case, we obtain, using 
the results of this section together with Eq. (5) above: 
Theorem 5.6. For every k, k’ E N, k’ > 1, we have 
_Y(frand, klE(P)TOL) s S?(fiand, uk’lE(P)TOL), 
_Y(fvand, llE(P)TOL) 2 _Y(fiand,ullE(P)TOL). 
Proof. As regards the first relation, we know 
Th. 5.1 
T(fiand, klE(P)TOL) = .F(klE(P)TOL) (6) 
‘43 Th. 4z Th 4J4 _y(P, llf, cf( _&)) (7) 
5 _Y(P, LIC, Cf(-E)) (8) 
Th. 5.5 
cY’(fiand, uk’lE(P)TOL) . (9) 
We note that in [4, Theorems 4.5 and 4.61 it has been shown that the family of 
periodic function limited E(P)TOL languages is included in Y(P, ut, cf(-s)). Obviously, 
the constant k can be considered as a periodic limitation function. As regards the second 
claim, we know that 
_Y(fiand, ullE(P)TOL) Thd” ,U( fRC, cf(-s)) 
Eqp S?(P, ut, Cf(-E)) 
Thd” Y( 1 lE(P)TOL) 
s L?(jiand, llE(P)TOL). 0 
The strictness of the first relation above is not known, but closely related to the 
question whether unconditional transfer is less powerful than appearance checking in 
programmed grammars; see [9] and the inclusion chain in Eqs. (6)-(9). We pose the 
exact relation in the case k > 1, k’ = 1 as an open problem. Let us discuss this question 
a bit further. 
We have remarked in [9, Theorem 3.11 that T(klETOL) contains non-recursive lan- 
guages. (The proof idea is to construct klETOL machines, an analogue of 1lETOL 
machines which have been treated in [6].) By [16, Theorem 4.141, S?(klETOL) is 
closed under arbitrary homomorphisms. Obviously, for every L E Z(klETOL) there ex- 
ists an erasing homomorphism h and a language L’ E Z(klEPTOL) such that L = h(L’). 
Therefore, there exists a non-recursive language representable as homomorphic image 
of some L E _Y(klE(P)TOL). 
On the other hand, the class Y(O,cf) (which coincides with _Y(frand,ullETOL) 
by Eq. (5) and Theorem 5.2) contains only recursive languages [l, Corollary 3.81 
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and is closed under arbitrary homomorphisms [3, Table 2.5.11. Therefore, there does 
not exist any non-recursive language representable as homomorphic image of any 
L E T(frand, ullE(P)TOL). 
This observation readily implies: 
Corollary 5.1. For every k E N, JZ’(fiand,klE(P)TOL) # Y(frand, ullE(P)TOL). 
It would be interesting to know whether the inclusion 
dp(0, cf(-s)) s Y(frand,klE(P)TOL) 
is true for any k > 1. 
6. Permitting random context 
In this section, we consider the families of languages generated by (permitting) ran- 
dom context klE(P)TOL and uklE(P)TOL systems. We already know the results listed 
in Eq. (3). We shall establish some relations to the families of languages generated by 
(recurrent) programmed context-free grammars or random context ETOL systems. In 
[ 18, Theorem 5.31 it has been demonstrated that 2Z(rand, ETOL) s Z(rand, KlETOL) 
where the last family equals Z(P,ac, cf) (equal to Y(re)). First, we prove a similar 
result for propagating systems. We cannot carry over the corresponding proofs of [ 181, 
since they are based on constructions using erasing production. But the proof of our 
paper is also valid for the non-propagating case. 
Theorem 6.1. For all k E N, 
_CZ(rand, E(P)TOL) z .Y(rand, klE(P)TOL) & Z(P, ac, cf(-e)). 
Proof. Let G=(C,H,S, A, oc) be a random context EPTOL system where H= {hi, 
. ..) h,} for some n E N and, without loss of generality, SE C - A. We define a random 
context klEPTOL system G’ = (C’, H’, S, A, k, oc’) as follows. Set 
~‘=~U~~{~~IUEC}U~~{Y~~UEC}U{F} and H’=iJ{hil,h;,,hiz,hi3} 
i=l i=l i=l 
with 
hit (a) = { Yi>, MY:) = {F}, hii = {F}, 
hi, (a) = {Y:>> h;,(Y;) = {Y;}, hj,Wd’) = {F}, 
hiz(a) = {F}, hiz(Y:) = {x:>, hiz(Xi) = {xi>, 
hida) = {a}, hi3(Yi) = {F}, hiJ(Xi) = hi(a) 
for i = 1 , . . . , n and u E C. Furthermore, let od(hil ) = oc(hi), d(hj, ) = { Yj 1 u E oc(hi)} 
and OC’(hR) = od(hi3) = 0 for i = 1 , . . . , n. Observe that hiI and hj, contain nearly the 
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same productions, but their occurrence sets are different. As usual, if for some hcH’, 
x’ E C’, h(x’) is not explicitly written down, then h(x’) = (F}. The construction is quite 
similar to that for non-random context systems in the proof of Theorem 4.3 in [16] 
so that we do not go into the details of the equivalence proof. We only note that in 
addition, we had to take care of the occurrence check which has been managed by 
substituting every table h,r of the construction of [16] by two tables hit and hj,. By 
one application of hit followed by possibly several applications of hi,, all symbols 
a E oc’(hit ) are replaced by symbols Yi E oc’(hi, ). 
The second inclusion is proved by a construction being a mixture of the construc- 
tions in the proof of Theorem 1 in [2] and Theorem 4.1 in [22]. Furthermore, we 
have to take into account the random context by some checking productions. Let 
G = (C, H, co, A, k, oc) be a random context klEPTOL system. We construct an c-free 
context-free programmed grammar as follows. Let 
Z={cq,..., an), A = {al,. ..,ar}, H={hl,...thrn}, OC(hj)={Ujl,...,uj~,} 
for some n,m,r~ N with r<n and q, E No for j = 1,. . . , m. We assume that oc(hj) # 0 
forj=l,..., m’ and OC(hj)=@ for j=m’+ l,...,m for some m’ENo, Odm’<m. Let 
Z’={A, , . . .,A,} be a new alphabet, and g : .Z’* + Z* the bijective homomorphism 
defined by g(Ai)=ai. Now we define the c-free context-free programmed grammar 
G’ = ( VN, &,X&P, (r, @Fr) where 
The set of labels of P is given by 
Lab(P) = {fo, j-1,. . . , fr}U{tjy, / l<j<m’,l<vj<qj} 
U{fi,j,KI1~i~n,ldjdm,l~K~k} U (J cfl,j 
izl j=l 
where the sets of labels Pi,j are implicitly given below. We define 
fa=(~o--)9-1(W),{fi,...,f,} U {fjl (l<jGm’} 
U {fijl I 112’ + 1 <j Gm}, 0). 
fp = (4 +u,,{fi,...,fr},O) for l<pdr, 
tjv, = (Av, + Av, 7 {tj(,*,+l)},0) for 1 bj<m’, 1 <Vjdqj - 1, 
tjq, = CAqk + 4, ) {fijl}>S) for 1 <j<m’, 
AjK ~(4 --tAu, {Aj(rc+l,}, {Ai+l)jl}) 
for l<i<n- 1, l<j<m,l<ic<k- 1, 
~jk=(Ai~Aij,{f~i+lU1},{~i+l)jl}) for IdiQn- l,ldidm, 
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fnjti=(A,~A,j,{fnich-+1,},9j) for l<j<m,ldKdk- 1, 
fnjk =(A, -Aaj,Plj,Plj) for 1 <KQk - 1, 
PI/ = {(Aij + g-‘(V),P. P. ~1, (r+ljj) 1 fJEhj(ai)} for 1 di<n - 1,1 <j<m, 
P~j={(A~j~g-‘(~),P~j,{f~,...,f,}U{~~~ Ilbj’dm’) 
U <{fijfl Im’+ l<j’<m})} for l<j<m. 
The proof of L(G) = L(G’) is similar to those in [2,22] and is omitted. 0 
It is a natural question to ask which of the inclusion relations given above are strict 
and which are not. Unfortunately, very little is known here, especially in case of prop- 
agating systems. From [21, Theorem 5.21, we know that Y(rand, RlETOL) = 3(re) for 
each k E N. We can only state the following analogous theorem for the case k = 1. As 
remarked above, this situation is similar to the case without random context conditions, 
see Theorem 4.1. 
Lemma 6.2. For every k E N, Y(rand, klE(P)TOL) is closed under union. 
Proof. The proof is nearly the same as that of Lemma 5.4. But defining h’, we have 
instead of the non-occurrence set oc(h’) = {x’ 1 x~oc(h)} and furthermore, we must 
set h’(x) = {F} for x E Cy U A 1 U {F} where F is a new failure symbol. In a similar 
manner, the other tables have to be changed. 0 
Theorem 6.3. We have _!Y(rand, llE(P)TOL) = _Y(P, UC, cf(-a)). 
Proof. According to Theorem 6.1, it remains to prove _Y(P, UC, cf(-s)) g 9(rund, 
llE(P)TOL). Let L~_Y(P,uc,cf(-a)), L 5 d*. Since _Y(P,uc, cf(-s)) is a trio, L, = 
{w~d+Iuw~L}~9’(P,uc,cf(-~)) for every UEA. Let G=(&~,d,P,$a,p) be a 
(propagating) context-free programmed grammar with appearance checking generating 
L,. We construct a llE(P)TOL system G’ = (C, A, H, S’, 1, oc) with permitting context 
generating {u}L,. Let C = V, U Lab(P) U {S’, F} U A. H contains the following pro- 
ductions: (As usual, “incomplete tables” can be supplemented by productions of the 
form X-F.) 
1. one initialization table hinit = Lab(P)(S); 
2. one termination table h term(b)={b} for bEA, hter&)={u} for PELab(P); 
3. for every rule (p : A -+ w, a(p), ,u(p)), we have two tables, namely 
(a) hp’ with h;(A) = {w}, h:(P) = a(P), and h:(B) = {B} for every BE( VN\{A})U 
A, oc(hl) = {A, P}; and 
(b) h; with h;(P)=p(P), and h;(B)=(B) for every BE(VN\{A})UA, oc(h;)= 
{PI. 0 
We turn to uniformly limited systems in the following. 
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Theorem 6.4. For every k E N, we have Z(rand,uklE(P)TOL) 2 9(P,cf(-8)). 
Proof. It is easy to adapt a proof outline showing Y(uklE(P)TOL) 2 Z’(P,cf(-E)), as 
sketched in[lO, p. 57f]. 
Let L E 9(rand, uklE(P)TOL) be generated by the system G = (C,H, w, A, k, oc). Let 
8 be the length of the longest right-hand side of some production in G. We define the 
simulating grammar G’ = ( VN, I$ = A, S,P, a) with V, = {A’,,” 1 A EC} U {S} (further- 
more, we interpret ’ and ” as homomorphisms) in the following: 
Lab(P) = {[v] 1 o 2~ v, [VI <kc} U {[co]} 
U{[h,i]IhEH, oc(h)={A,,...,A,}#0,l~i<n} 
u{[h,i,A]Ih~H, O<i<k- ~,AE.Z} 
u{[h,i,B,w]Ih~H,Odidk- 1, WE~(B),BEZ}UA. 
Moreover, let sim = simi U simz denote the start labels of a simulation phase of some 
table, where 
simi ={[h,i]~hEH,oc(h)={A~,...,A,}#0,ldidn}, 
sim2 = {[h,O,A]]hEH,AEC, oc(h)=0}. 
P contains the following productions: 
1. For every sentential form v E C* which is generable by G and which is of length 
I < kt, we add a production ([v] : S + I”, simUA, 8). Moreover, we add ([co] : S + co’, sim 
u A, 0). 
(Admittedly, at this stage, it is not clear that collecting these v can be done algo- 
rithmically if we allow erasing productions. Nevertheless, since we give an equivalent 
programmed grammar without appearance checks, and since 9(P,cf) is contained in 
the family of recursive languages, this problem is circumvented indirectly.) 
2. One application of some table h with oc(h) = {A 1,. . . , A,,} is simulated by 
(a) (if oc(k)# 0) a series of II productions of the form ([h, i] : Ai + Ai, {[h, 
i+ 1]},0) (if i<n), and ([~.~]:A:,~A~,{[~,O,A]I~EH,AEC},~); 
(b) a series of k productions of the form ([h, i, A] : A’ -+ A”, Hi, a), where Hi = {[h, 
i-t l,B] IBEX} if i <k - 1, and Hk_i ={[h,O,B,w] IwE~(B),BEC}; 
(c) a series of k productions of the form ([h, i, B, w] : B” 4 w’, Hi/, f~), where 
ff/={[h,i+l,B,w]Iw~h(B),B~C} ifi<k-l,andHL_,=simUA. 
3. For every a E A, there exists a terminating production (a : a’ -+ a, A, 8). 
Let a=wO +G w1 +G .‘. +G WI = w be a derivation of w according to G. 
Let 0 <i <I be the greatest index such that lwi] < kf (with i = 0 if no such index 
exists). Then, we have S +Gl wi, and the derivation sequence Wi +G,h, Wi+l +G,h,+, 
. . . 
*GA-, 
lbc(h,)l+2k 
wI =w can be simulated by WI jG, (oc(h,+1)1+2k w;+l *G, 
. . . 
+,l$h/-I )1+X 
w; = w’. 
If w E A*, we can now obtain w from w’ applying productions labelled with symbols 
from A Iw 1 times. 
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On the other hand, every successful derivation in G’ has one the following two forms: 
1. s jot wh=w’ +k;” wEd* in case Iwsl<!k, wsEd* By our definition, woE 
L(G). 




. . . jlOC(hl-l )l+2k 
G' w;=w’ +1;“:” WEA*. 
Now, every wj has length 12 k. Therefore, to such a derivation, there corresponds a 
derivation c0 &G WO +GJ,, WI +G.h2 . . +G.h,_, WI = w E A* in the original uniformly 
k-limited ETOL system G. 0 
Interestingly, there are nice connections with recurrent programmed grammar. 
Theorem 6.5. For every k > 1, we haoe .Y(RP,cf(-8)) E Y(rand,uklE(P)TOL). 
Proof. First, we deal with the case admitting erasing productions. Let L E Y(RP, cf), 
L s A*. Let G = (I$, A,S, P, CT) be a recurrent programmed grammar generating L. 
We construct a uklETOL system G’ = (C,H, S’, A, k, oc) with permitting context gen- 
erating L. Let C = I$ U Lab(P) U Lab(P)’ U ( VN x Lab(P)) U {S’, F}. H contains the 
following productions: (As usual, “incomplete tables” can be supplemented by produc- 
tions of the form X ---) F.) 
1. one initialization table hinit = Lab(P)(S); 
2. one termination table h term(b)=(b) for SEA, hem(p)= {E} for pELab(P); 
3. for every rule (p : A + w, o(p)), we have two tables, namely 
(a) &,I(A)={(A,P)J}, h,,i(P)={P’], oc(h,,i)=V,P], and 
(b) &2(P’) = Q(P), &,2(64> ~1) = (~1, oc(hp,2) = {P’> 6% PI>. 
Observe that every rule-simulating table needs a special marker p or p’ in order to 
be applicable. Especially, this prevents the grammar from erasing the marker using the 
termination table prematurely, erroneously continuing the derivation process afterwards. 
If &I is applied without changing p to p’, it may be applied a certain number of 
times, since G is recurrent. 
Observing the following facts, it is easy work to adapt the proof above for the 
propagating case. 
1. Y(RP,cf-E) is a trio according to Theorem 3.4. Especially, it is closed under 
derivatives. 
2. Y(uklEPTOL) is closed under union and contains the finite languages. (The proof 
of [22, Theorem 5.11 works also in the propagating case.) 
Therefore, if LEY(RP,cf-c), L z A*, then L, := {wEL~wEA+, awEL}EY(RP, 
cf-s). We take the same construction as above transforming a recurrent programmed 
grammar G, generating L, into a uniformly limited system generating {a}L,, only 
changing the terminating table into h,, (b)= {b} for be A, ht,,(p)= {a} for pc 
Lab(P). Hence, L = U,Ed{a}La U L’ E 6P(uklEPTOL), where L’ is some finite 
language. 0 
We summarize our last results together with those obtained in Section 3 and Theo- 
rem 5.4 in [2 11. The references are incorporated in the corresponding claims. 
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Theorem 6.6. For every k > 1, bt’e have 
=.Y(RC, Cf(-E)) Thdl y(rand, cf(-c)) 12” 2 5’21 Y’(ran~,ullE(P)TOL) 
Th. 3.2 
s Y(RP,cf(-a)) 
Thg” .Y(rand, uklE(P)TOL) 
Th. 6.4 
5 _Y(P, Cf(-a)). 
Thus, we have found several classes “between” Y(RC,cf(-a)) and Z(P,cf(-c)), 
where the exact status of these inclusions is open. Nevertheless, these connections may 
give way to a solution of that old question. 
Since appearance checking enhances the power of programmed grammars (see [ 121 
or [13] together with [5] or [7]), we obtain when we consider uniform limited versus 
limited systems: 
Corollary 6.1. For every kE N, 
_Y(rand, uklE(P)TOL) Thz.4 9(P, cf(-a)) 
5 Y(P, X, cf(-a)) Th.6’3 L?(rand, llE(P)TOL). 
Unfortunately, we do not know whether the relation Y(rand,uklE(P)TOL) s 9(rand, 
klE(P)TOL) holds true for every k E FU. We can only show that the two language fam- 
ilies do not coincide. More precisely, we get: 
Corollary 6.2. For every k, k’ E N, P’(rand, klE(P)TOL) # _!Z(rand, uk’lE(P)TOL) . 
Proof. By Eq. (2), L = {a2’ ) n E NO} E .F(klE(P)TOL) E _Y(rand,klE(P)TOL) for ev- 
ery kE N, but on the other hand (see proof of Theorem 3.3), we have L@$p(P,cf(-a)). 
By Theorem 6.4, L $ _Y(rand,uk’lE(P)TOL). 0 
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